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Research Doc. 
 

This document contains all  the research material used for the making of The Void 
Between us and the research has been segregated between each individual to make 
sure everyone’s research is written and considered.  

This document only focusses on the academic research done for the purpose of the 
final major project. 
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Bhuvanesh Tekavade  
(World-Level Design, Game Design, Technical Game Design, Integrator, Programmer) 

Brutalist Architecture –  

Architect: designing & construction building & spaces 

Brutalist: those who have sinned and must be punished 

 

Powerful, imposing structures with an unpretentious and unapologetic aesthetic, yet 
standing out for their bold individuality, brutalist buildings are difficult to fall in love with at 
first sight.                                                                                 

 – Architectural  News & Editors |  shorturl.at/cGJK6 

 

Summery 

Some of the most remarkable architectural designs of the 20th century can be 
attributed to the modern architecture trend known as brutalism. Due in part to its 
emphasis on the use of unfinished concrete for outside surfaces, however, its 
accomplishments also turned out to be stunning and contentious. The concepts of 
functionalism and monumental simplicity that had defined earlier architectural 
modernism, notably the International Style, were the foundation of brutalism, which 
evolved after World War II. With the urgent need for urban reconstruction in the post-
war world, brutalism attempted to apply prior concepts. In this way, it was influenced 
by democratic-socialist notions of community, but it  was also spurred by the 
eccentricities of avant-garde architects. It is known as much for the "devil-may-care" 
brazenness of its designs as for its communal attitude. Brutalism was used 
extensively in large-scale social housing projects in the decades after its peak, which 
contributed significantly to its association with urban poverty and decline. However, 
in the twenty-first century, Brutalism is unmistakably making a comeback in both 
critical and popular circles. 

 

 

It's a Trend 

Some claim that trends are circular and that what was once outdated now is a 
“Trend”. This holds true for the arts, music, and fashion. No architectural style better 
il lustrates this idea in the case of architecture than brutalism. This fashion gained 
popularity beginning in the middle of the 20th century and peaked in the middle of 
the 1970s, when it crashed as a symbol of poor taste. But because to a resurgence in 
interest and admiration for this hitherto ridiculed architectural style, everything is 
suddenly changing. 
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Known for its utilitarian style, modular features, and use of reinforced concrete and 
steel, brutalist architecture was mostly applied to institutional structures. To 
logically respond to the urgent need for housing, they were also used for significant 
residential constructions. Brutalist structures are imposing and geometric, and they 
have a distinctive graphic aspect that contributes to their current attractiveness. 
However, is the name "brutalism" a reference to the style's "brutal" and rough 
appearance? The term "brutalism" is derived from the material used to create it, not 
from its severe aesthetic. The French word "beton brut," which means "raw concrete," 
is also used to describe the signature style of Brutalist architecture. 

The 20th-century urban theory that turned toward socialist goals is frequently 
entwined with Brutalism, which is associated with schools, churches, libraries, 
theatres, and social housing projects. Brutalism spread around the world as a result of 
the post-World War II construction boom, but it was especially prevalent in the UK 
and the communist nations of Eastern Europe, where it was occasionally applied to 
the development of new national socialist architecture. All of these post-war issues as 
well as the modernist notion that the best building could be produced by logical 
design had an impact on brutalism and brutalist architecture. 

If you are familiar with the history of architecture, you might notice that many of 
these concepts resemble modernism. Actually, a subset of modern architecture is 
called brutalism. Some people assume that because it is so distinctive that it  must be 
a case of postmodern architecture in reaction to earlier styles, however this is untrue. 
Like most modernisms, it  focuses on finding the most straightforward answer to a 
programming or spatial problem. It was also particularly sensitive of honesty or 
integrity when portraying the material utilised in the building, which is why blank 
concrete walls were frequently used. 

 

(Brutalist  Architecture Example – Boston City Hall )  

Origin 

Brutalism, according to some, may have been birthed by Swiss French architect Le 
Corbusier's passion for concrete. His practise had been stopped by World War II,  and 
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his most recent project was the Unité d'Habitation in Marseilles, France. Le 
Corbusier's design, which was finished in 1952 and intended to serve as working-class 
housing, called for a massive reinforced concrete framework fitted with modular 
homes. The enormous facility, which had a capacity for 1,600 people, was largely 
devoid of ornamental features and served as a model for later Brutalist constructions. 

 

 
Unité d’habitation -  Le Corbusier -  World Her itage, Marseil le,  France 

(More info:  Unité d’habitation - Le Corbusier  -  World Heritage)  

 

Hans Asplund, a Swedish architect, first used the term "brutalism" in relation to 
architecture in 1949 to describe the Villa Göth, a square brick house. Around this 
time, brutalism began formally and soon spread. The design was refined further by 
Alison and Peter Smithson before being adopted by English architects. They are best 
known for the East London council housing estate known as Robin Hood Gardens. It 
was constructed from precast concrete slabs and finished in 1972. Although it was 
designed with the Smithsons' visions for ideal living, it  never completely met those 
expectations. As part of a remodelling strategy, the eastern block was destroyed in 
2017. 

https://lecorbusier-worldheritage.org/en/unite-habitation/
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Robin Hood Gardens by Al ison and Peter Smithson. 1972, London, England.  

(Photo: Stock Photos from Claudio Diviz ia/Shutterstock)  
 

Fall of Brutalism 

Brutalism lost popularity as the 1980s began. This was partly a result of the 
architecture's cold, austere style, which was frequently connected to dictatorship. 
Another drawback of Brutalism was that the unfinished concrete used in construction 
didn't hold up well over time, frequently exhibiting evidence of water damage and 
decay that detracted from the aesthetic. 

The reinforced concrete of Brutalism was dubbed "monstrous" by British novelist 
Anthony Daniels, who writes under the pen name Theodore Dalrymple, who noted 
that it "does not age gracefully but instead crumbles, stains, and decays." A single 
one of Le Corbusier's structures, or one influenced by him, "might disrupt the 
harmony of an entire townscape," he claimed, blaming him for builders' love of 
concrete. 

In addition to concrete ageing, Brutalism appears to be particularly despised. This 
was a result of cities'  struggles to address the need for speedy and effective housing. 
Tensions were high as housing complexes battled maintenance problems, crime, and 
other challenges because housing is such a complex topic. Brutalism grew to 
represent deteriorating metropolitan areas and financial troubles that were visible to 
everyone. Graffiti artists found that raw concrete formed the ideal canvas, and their 

https://www.shutterstock.com/photos
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acts of vandalism only hastened the demise of these buildings. As the 1980s 
progressed, the style gave way to Deconstructivism and High-Tech architecture, 
which would later give birth to Post-Modern architecture. 

Since the Brutalist architectural style fell out of favour in the 1980s, countless 
structures have been demolished. While some people think they're ugly, many others 
think that eliminating them would mean losing a piece of history and gorgeous 
architecture. Nevertheless, there are still  many Brutalist specimens to be seen in 
London and other well-known American and Canadian cities. 

 

 

(Photo: Stock Photos from Phil ip  Openshaw/Shutterstock)  

 

 

 

 

https://www.shutterstock.com/photos
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Brutalism & Video Games 

By design, brutalism is a brilliant yet straightforward architectural and aesthetic style 
for video games. It is frequently attacked for being vulgar, ominous, and devoid of 
ornamentation or flair, although it is appropriate for both the level design and 
gameplay context and the aesthetics of video game art. The Brutalist movement has 
lately made a comeback in the gaming world along with many other art forms, with to 
titles like Kairo, NaissanceE, and Desmond's Journey, a brief minigame included in 
Assassin's Creed: Revelations, among others. The mood and sense of surprise that 
these games provide to the player are what set them apart, and the Brutalist 
architecture of these games contributes to this sensation. Due to its straightforward, 
unadorned design, brutalism succeeds in games as both an aesthetic choice and an 
utilitarian one. Few other architectural styles can match the sense of struggle and 
accomplishment that its intimidating forms provide to level design. 

Brutalism shares many similarities with Deconstructivism, Supremism, High-Tech 
Architecture, and Structural Expressionism, but differs from these movements in that 
it lacks external originality. Instead of expressing an idea or shape from its architect, 
brutalism develops into its own creature.  

"Brutalism is an idiom for architecture as its own body; it becomes an entity separate from 
its maker's touch; it is al ive and it is daunting, a creature formed of the city that towers with 
sharp muscles of rock, a hulking concrete mass,"  

- Chris Priestman for Kill  Screen  

Wrote in his article on brutalism in games. (2014) Priestman. Instead of serving as a 
vehicle for an architect's ideas, the buildings themselves proclaim the ideas via sheer 
force of presence and imposing will.  

 
(NaissanceE, Limasse Five,  2014, Available on Steam) 
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Naissancee 

The setting and level design of the immensely popular video game NaissanceE 
(Limasse Five, 2013) are brilliantly conveyed to the player using this approach. 
NaissanceE is described as having "Beguiling, Sketch-Like Beauty" by Dan Solberg on 
Kill  Screen. (Solberg, undated) Its shapes and forms are made of simple cubes and 
cylinders, but they possess the personality and character of an independent thing. 

The world has enough mystery in its design to make turning each corner an 
experience, and each new room is different and full  of surprises. The simple shapes 
and clean colouring allow the player to know exactly what to expect from the current 
environment without any ambiguity regarding what parts of the world are functional 
elements and what are just for show. NaissanceE leverages those design aspects to 
clearly communicate its notions rather than hiding them behind high-resolution 
textures, computationally demanding materials, or polygons. The fundamental 
concepts are directly included into the shapes and forms of the NaissanceE universe, 
and the player fills in the blanks through their interaction with it. NaissanceE is 
narrative Brutalism at its finest; pure visual storytelling without any of the fluff that 
makes up other more traditional titles. 

 

Kairo 

Kairo (Locked Door Puzzle, 2013), perhaps an extension from the purely narrative 
experience of NaissanceE, leverages the Brutalist movement to reveal its puzzle parts 
while maintaining the game's canon. Because Kairo lacks tutorials, speech, text, or 
really any other form of communication besides the audio and visual feedback loop 
from the game play itself, it  almost exclusively relies on the straightforward, no-
nonsense language of Brutalist architectural styles to inform the player about the 
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world of Kairo, how it came to be, what it might be used for, or where to go next, as 
well as to teach the player in the best possible way how to proceed through the game. 

 
(Kairo,  2013,  Richard Perr in,  Click Here for Game) 

The Brutalist designs and harsh shapes, combined with the exposed puzzle design 
elements in Kairo, make learning how to play the game a synergistic experience 
within the game itself. Both the player and the avatar being played are attempting to 
comprehend Kairo and move forward in order to comprehend what it is all for. This 
digital archaeology is situated in an environment that almost resembles Egypt; it  
draws inspiration from Neolithic and ancient Egyptian architecture, both of which 
were forerunners of the Brutalist movement. Kairo leads the player and tempts them 
to explore more of the world by utilising rough lines, straightforward shapes, and 
exposed functional aspects, almost as a metaphor for the rediscovery of the ancient 
Egyptian world by western civilisation. The lack of any supporting material or 
supplementary information makes the world of Kairo expressive in its own right: it is 
the story. 

The Pharaohs and ancient Mayan kings understood the commanding might that  
Brutalist forms have… these are buildings as monolithic threats,” the architecture of Kairo is 
expressive and understandable without flair or unnecessary decoration and expresses instead 
only its purest intensions: to challenge the player,   to provide a difficult puzzle for the player 
to uncover through exploration and discovery.  

- Priestman 

 

 

https://kairo.lockeddoorpuzzle.com/press
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Assassins Creed: Revelation 

The logical culmination of this style of game space narrative symbiosis, and the only 
game discussed here developed by a large studio: Assassin’s Creed Revelations. 

Even though Assassin's Creed: Revelations (Ubisoft, 2011) might not initially come to 
mind when thinking about Brutalist architecture, it  is important to comprehend the 
setting of the game. The first game in the series, simply titled Assassins' Creed 
(Ubisoft, 2007), is set in a world where the main character, Desmond Miles, is 
kidnapped and subjected to experimentation through an apparatus called a "Animus" 
that allows the user to experience the lives of their ancestors through the 
manipulation of memories that are hard-coded into the subject's genetic information. 

 

Over the course of the series'  releases, this device evolved through various iterations 
on minor additions and collectibles in the worlds Desmond experiences. In the first 
game, this device appeared within the core of the game as glitched moments that 
could be manipulated for a better view of events. In the game world of Assassin's 
Creed: Revelations, the Animus reaches its pinnacle. The first-person exploration and 
puzzle platforming minigame that the player can play as an optional side task set is 
called Desmond's Journey. Desmond's Journey is by far the most foreign addition 
Ubisoft has ever made to the franchise, and it can only be unlocked by collecting the 
necessary number of "Data Fragments" dispersed across the virtual city of 
Constantinople. 

Desmond's Journey takes the player through his subconscious mind in an effort to 
wake him up in the game. It  may be a reference to the First Civilization, a fictional 
race in the Assassin's Creed lore whose architectural style is similar to Brutalism, and 
Desmond's DNA, which contains some of the First Civilization's genetic information. 
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(Assass in’s Creed 2:  Revelat ion, Ubisoft,  Available on Steam, Ubisoft  Connect)  

The architecture of Desmond's manifest subconscious is discussed as being reflective 
of a "Mind Palace" in a review by Daniel Golding for Crikey titled "The Memory Palace 
of Desmond Miles" (Golding, 2012). A "Mind Palace" is a thought exercise used to 
take advantage of the strengths of the human mind to store thoughts and memories 
using spatial thought patterns. This Mind Palace makes perfect sense in the context 
of the Animus because the Animus was created to explore memories, but Desmond's 
Mind Palace is incomplete; his memory of a barn is fragmented and expressionistic, 
and as we delve deeper into his trauma the memories become more obscure. 
However, there's no denying that the Mind Palace was inspired by Brutalist 
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architecture. The simple forms, the imposing shapes, the repeated structures, the raw 
textures, it’s definitely Brutalism, but Brutalism as the entity representing the 
memories of Desmond. 

 

Conclusion 

The experience would be drastically diminished if these games displayed their 
content using a different type of architecture. While Kairo uses Brutalism as an entity 
to tell a tale and subtly reveal puzzle aspects without the player feeling patronised, 
NaissanceE relies on its forms and structures to evoke a sense of wonder and 
exploration. Brutalism is used in Desmond's Journey as both a plot element to depict 
Desmond Miles' shattered memories and as a mimic of the experience Desmond is 
having. Because it evokes a sense of imposing amazement, brutalism is an ideally 
suited architectural style for serious video games. In that sense, it  stands alone.  

Its forms and contours reveal its utilitarian design without appealing to the easily 
fooled, which encourages player exploration: Although the requirements are strict 
and difficult, the objectives are not insurmountable. Because it doesn't distract from 
the essential gameplay mechanics or bury the essential aspects of play and level 
design beneath fluff and pointless designs, brutalism succeeds as a design aesthetic. 
Games that use this design frequently age better than other games that attempt to 
push the boundaries of technology at the time of their creation and let the player use 
their own imagination to fill the gaps should they so wish without feeling like the 
game is forcing it on them. The absence of any supporting shapes and forms also 
allows games to sit comfortably in an aesthetic style just less than photorealism that 
is timeless. 

After many design meetings and discussion on Brutalism and its application with games, we 
decided to choose 2020’s  one of the best games from Remedy Studio: Control. The game 
took every essence of Brutalist Architecture and Relative Architecture and created a perfect 
blend with gameplay.  
 

Control & Brutalist Beauty 

The most influential self-proclaimed Brutalist architecture in recent history was built 
in 2019 and welcomes more than 1 million visitors each year. Manhattan's monolithic 
skyscrapers, simply called the oldest homes, are set up with popular video game 
controls. Developed by Remedy Entertainment and by 505 Games, Control's 
architectural depictions give us powerful insights into modern sensibilities and 
aspirations. It deserves to take the oldest house seriously as a building in its cultural 
context. In my visit, the room in this game is a phrasing victory, but to understand? 

The internet loves Brutalism. From Instagram accounts like @cats_of_brutalism to 
Facebook's The Brutalism Appreciation Society and Brutalism TikTok, images of 
sensual concrete architecture continue to captivate viewers. If you hang out on any of 
these platforms long enough, you'll find that brutalism doesn't work and people also 
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enjoy discussing what exactly counts as brutalist. The whole definition is an 
architectural approach, but it  is better understood as a timely aesthetic constraint. 
The quality of the sturdy materials, the harsh light, and the distinctive features of 
Allison and Peter Smithson's work are long-standing historical moves, such as Russian 
Constructivism, early European modernism, and even a touch of Japanese 
metabolism. As a enthusiast, it's not a self-identifying architectural concept, but 
rather an atmosphere. 

Coffered concrete ceilings, soaring atriums, patterened walls and doors, and indistinct l ight 
sources repeat throughout, suggesting the hand of a central designer (Copyright Remedy 

Entertainment 2019. All rights reserved) 

Nothing took better advantage of this cultural vortex than Control, which takes 
its name from the in-game Federal Bureau of Control, the paranormal research 
arm of the U.S. government that calls the Oldest House home. You are acting 
as the FBI's latest director, Jesse Faden. The building is a modern analog of a 
haunted house. Its digital format allows the building itself to move and move as 
if it were alive (what in-game folklore explicitly implies). The building is a 
character with its own impersonal shadow autonomy, but the player's role is to 
get rid of the house from infections caused by a hostile supernatural force 
called hiss. 

The alienated and quiet space of the building creates a relentless environment 
that obscures the exact obstacles you are facing and your goals. Do you fight 
the house itself or its infections? Is the house my enemy or my ally? The brass 
railing of the oldest house is the projectile. When hit by a bullet, the plate-like 
concrete shatters and floats around Jesse, forming a defense against the 
enemy. Its multi-layered mechanical depth makes it a ripe cleansing dungeon. 
Even the giant pneumatic mail chute in the mail room, which grows into a 
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multi-layered "tree" intertwined, can be a cover for bombs and missiles aimed 
at players. 

 

Familiar board-formed concrete and normal office layouts are frequently warped, Inception-
style, to create a sense of alienation and creeping paranoia. (Copyright Remedy Entertainment 

2019. All rights reserved)  

The game doesn't explicitly indicate the location of buildings other than New 
York City, but some looks given to players are very similar to conspiracy 
theorists' favorite, 33 Thomas Street in Manhattan. The in-game building, 
widely speculated as a potential location for the NSA's mass surveillance 
project called TITANPOINTE, is a skyscraper, but the levels and rooms are 
wider than it is tall. Also, the oldest house is said to have existed before 
humankind and is completely invisible from the outside under normal 
circumstances.  

During the action it is hard to recognize the architectural elements, but 
between bouts the player’s eyes rest on the sensual loneliness of a low-pile 
orange carpet and half-dipped brass bulbs. Seen out of context, a raw concrete 
wall bathed in directional light can be rather stirring, as the source and 
intention of those effects are unknown—especially as the Oldest House is 
fortified and receives no natural light. 

In an interview, Remedy art director Janne Pulkkinen explained in The Art and 
Making of Control  that, “it was important for us to have some believability 
there as a backdrop for all the supernatural weirdness that was going on, 
because it doesn’t really work otherwise.” 

https://www.archpaper.com/tag/set-design/
https://www.future-press.com/books/the-art-and-making-of-control/
https://www.future-press.com/books/the-art-and-making-of-control/
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In other words, the team needed to create a realistic and friendly architecture 
for many different people, but it wasn't so familiar that it wasn't as specific as 
connecting it to a real place. To accomplish this, the game borrowed liberally 
from a host of familiar architects like Marcel Breuer, Paul Rudolph, Frank Lloyd 
Wright, and Carlo Scarpa, tweaking the work ever so slightly to leave just a 
sense of familiarity behind every turn. Suddenly, what was billed as Brutalism is 
now too broad a mashup of styles to label as such. 

 

The Board Room, for example, has shades of Paul Rudolph’s Yale Art and Architecture Building 
(Rudolph Hall),  and the Beinecke Rare Book Library by Gordon Bunshaft. Environment Art by 

Anne-Lynn Sottas. (Copyright Remedy Entertainment 2019. All rights reserved) 

Interrogating the specific instances of the sampled architecture reveals the 
game is about more than just Brutalism. In  Control, the Bureau refers to the 
Oldest House as a “place of power,” a paranormally significant structure that 
acts as a nexus to potentially infinite alternate realities. The game signals this 
property by centralizing each space you visit, which is codified through mass, 
structure, depth, surface, repetition, and symmetry. Combined with the 
borrowing of so many varied works, this results in an architecture that’s less a 
vague commentary on Brutalism’s ability to overwhelm or alienate, but more 
about institutionality—even the mid-century, Mad Men–style office furniture 
reinforces the banality of the bureaucratic work that typically goes on in this 
eldritch structure. This desire has been achieved not only in video games but in 
recent films and television shows. The same institutional vibe of the Bureau of 
Control is given off by the Time Variance Authority (TVA) in the new Disney+ 
series Loki. On the show’s captivating visuals, production designer Kasra 
Farahani said that “because the TVA is a bureaucracy and I think, 

https://www.paulrudolphheritagefoundation.org/195802-art-architecture-building
https://beinecke.library.yale.edu/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nW948Va-l10
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/interview/loki-s-production-designer-on-the-modernist-inspiration-behind-the-show-s-stunning-visuals
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/interview/loki-s-production-designer-on-the-modernist-inspiration-behind-the-show-s-stunning-visuals
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archetypically, so much of what we know a bureaucracy to be is that post-war, 
highly funded institutional look.” 

While each room in the Oldest House is locally centralized, the building itself is 
programmed chaotically. “We often ended up looking at churches, because 
they’re typically symmetrical… there are actually a lot of altars in the game,” 
Pulkkinen again noted. The floor plan of each area twists and turns, and entire 
sections of the building regularly become unmoored and reappear elsewhere. 
Through the eye of the player, all authority is only perceived locally, lacking 
overarching organization. Thus, we are struck with an even more terrifying 
reality: the Oldest House has no singular authority at all, but instead is a series 
of defamiliarized authorities all mashed up in one building, even down to its 
seemingly harmonious architectural style. Throughout the game, the player 
slowly realizes that despite the familiar board-formed concrete look and sleek 
modern furnishings, all of the human interventions are futile attempts to 
impose order on what amounts to a living organism—when the true foundations 
of the building are finally breached, it’s not a basement but an ancient series of 
caves that sprawl out below the Oldest House like a root system. 

 

The Mail Room of the Oldest House bears more than a passing resemblance to the Great 
Workroom of Frank Lloyd Wright’ Johnson Wax Headquarters in Racine, Wisconsin. (Copyright 

Remedy Entertainment 2019. All rights reserved)  

One can only speculate why conditions of empty and foreboding architecture of 
authority have come to increased mainstream popularity as of late. For 
example, places like the Hawkins Laboratory from Stranger Things, which was 
actually staged at the Georgia Mental Health Institute at Emory University by 
A. Thomas Bradbury, and the aforementioned TVA headquarters from Loki, 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/23/upshot/remote-work-innovation-office.html
https://emorywheel.com/26443-2/
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which dressed up the otherworldly Atlanta Marriott Marquis designed by John 
Portman (a popular backdrop for sci-fi movies). Control  transcends the idea of 
Brutalism entirely and instead expands to become a dramatic display of the 
surprising power of narrative space. Through the expanding cultural 
technologies around digital space, we can begin to use architecture to engage 
the public in novel ways. Video games in particular provide experiences orders 
of magnitude beyond the original conception of digital architecture, and the 
rapid expansion of the medium suggests that the language and discourse of 
architecture itself will need to adapt to accommodate. 

 

[NEXT PAGE] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.imdb.com/search/title/?locations=Marriott%20Marquis%20-%20265%20Peachtree%20Center%20Avenue,%20Atlanta,%20Georgia,%20USA
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Kunal Handa 
(Combat Designer, Game Designer, Technical Game Design, Lead Programmer, QA) 

Combat Style 

During pre-production my teammates and I  decided to take charge of certain areas on 
the project. Each of us did our research on the part that we took charge of. I  took 
charge of combat design and hence my pre-production research is mostly combat 
based.  

First Style 

The first task was to decide the type of combat our game would feature. We all 
wanted the combat to feel fluid and reactive. I  wanted the combat to feel on par with 
AA and AAA games. I knew reaching those standards would be very hard because of 
the difference in vast amounts of resources and time that they have on their side. But 
student projects do not usually showcase good combat and I  wanted our combat to be 
one of the unique selling points of the game. In an action-adventure game if combat 
is lacking no amount of brill iant story line or quest design or visuals can make the 
gameplay feel good. Before starting the research, I had a clear goal set in mind. I  had 
a few references I would like the combat to like. All I  needed was to know what 
combat style to use in order to realize that vision. The first combat style I  had dived 
into was “Souls borne”. This combat system is designed and developed by From 
Software and Its their USP as well. Every game of From Software features this style of 
combat. This combat style has become a cult classic and fan favourite after the 
success of Elden Ring by From Software. 

 
(Elden Ring, Form Software, Bandai Namco, 2022, Available on PC & all  modern consoles)  
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The Souls borne formula is one of my favourite styles of combat and as a combat 
designer I wish to develop a formula of my own like it. Unfortunately, as the scope of 
our project is relatively shorter, I  had to stick with one of the pre-existing combat 
styles. My last game featured souls borne combat because I  had already developed it, 
I  did not want to use this kind of combat. All the games from souls borne formula look 
similar on the surface but each one feels and plays out differently. I  am really inspired 
from this formula of combat design because it has many variable aspects to it and 
every time a single aspect is changes, it  leads to a completely different result. For 
example, on surface Dark Souls, Bloodborne and Sekiro look the same with just 
change in art style and setting of the world, but it  is not. These three games have 
similar Souls Borne combat design, but they play out very differently. Before playing 
these games from a designer’s perspective, I had a biased opinion towards these 
games that they are punishing, and all  are the same.  

My journey started with dark souls 3, it was super difficult for me initially, I  saw the 
“you died” (fail state) screen at least 10 times before getting past the first boss. I  
thought that this game was an utter punishment but after investing five to ten hours 
in this game I understood that the game is teaching me its mechanics the hard way. In 
a world where majority of the games give you instant rewards and an easy loot, this 
game had a “get good approach”. The next time I booted up Sekiro I thought I  know 
Dark Souls and all  the From Software games are the same, I will  breeze through this 
one. I was gravely wrong, though Sekiro had a similar “get good” approach and 
thought its mechanics in a similarly hard way, the game felt quite different. The 
combat instances, the story telling aspect and the mechanics were all  unique. A 
similar thing happened when I first booted up Bloodborne and the same thing with 
Dark Souls 1 remaster. Experiencing these games first-hand from a player perspective 
and analysing them from a designer perspective made me realize that each of these 
games is a work of art in its own right. Yes, combat in all  these games is challenging 
and brutal. The way combat is plays out in each of these games is quite unique.  

In Dark Souls series a player can equip magic, physical weapons, or shields. Giving the 
player freedom to choose their playstyle between tanking, short ranger, or long 
range. There is no one way or correct to beat Dark Souls. Players can decide how do 
they want to tackle a specific area or a boss and upgrade their stats accordingly. In 
Bloodborne combat seems similar at first, but the game quickly punishes the player if 
they use the same Dark Souls approach here. In Bloodborne the player cannot defend, 
they are either dodge or counter with a long-range attack like using a bullet. 
Removing the defend possibility from Bloodborne completely removes the tanking 
choice from the game.  

It makes the player go more aggressive. Bullets in these games are consumables in 
general so the player cannot always depend on long range combat as they eventually 
run out of bullets. While removing all  this the designers at From Software have given 
the player the ability to switch modes of their weapon. Each weapon in Bloodborne 
comes with two modes to it, a fast but light attack and a slow but heavy attack. The 
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player must decide in each combat instance when to use the most suitable mood. This 
adds a second layer to combat because the player has two options at the core either 
to dodge or attack but now the player cannot defend so he has to think where to 
dodge or if attack what type of attack to use. This added layer might not seem like a 
very smart thing to do at a glance but changes the entire dimension of gameplay in 
terms of combat.  

Coming to Sekiro shadows die twice From Software has again taken a completely 
different approach to combat. The addition of stance meter has made the combat of 
Sekiro a lot faster and deadlier, complementing the samurai setting of the game. 
While facing a boss in the previous two games player’s primary aim was to get the 
boss’s hp bar to zero. In Sekiro the developers have given the player a choice to 
either reduce hp bar to zero or reduce their stance to zero which leads to a deathly 
blow, instantly taking away a health bar from the boss. In many of the boss fights in 
Sekrio it  is easier to get the boss’s stance to zero than their hp to zero. These boss 
fights have been designed in such a way that players learn to take advantage of 
stance bar as well.  These choices provided by the From Software designers in each of 
their games make the player tackle the same problem from different approaches, 
thus making each game feel unique with respect to combat. 

The second major difference in From Software’s games combat is action cancellation 
or animation cancellation. In Dark Souls series and Bloodborne players cannot cancel 
most of their animations, especially the attack animations. Dark Souls series has a 
glitch that allows the player to cancel animations but not taking that into account 
here as it  is an exploit not design. On the other hand, in Sekiro the player can cancel 
attack animations with correct timing. To a naked eye it might seems like the 
designers are being lazy or the programmers being incapable of fixing it, but it  is 
actually a subtle feature implemented by the designer. Not allowing animation 
cancellation in Dark Souls series makes the player commit mistakes more often and 
again pushes them towards the “Get good” cycle. Tanking your way through one of 
the Soul’s games might seem like an option but guarding at the wrong time or the 
wrong place can punish the player as this block cannot be cancelled out of unless they 
move or attack. It might seem like a matter of few frames, but these frames can 
decide the outcome of a battle.  

The moment where an enemy AI is at low HP and the player dies to one of their 
attacks is due to these few frames usually. In bloodborne there is no action 
cancellation and no defence, this makes movement super crucial in the fight. Moving 
in the wrong direction or moving a few frames too early/ late could result in defeat. 
Removing animation cancellation from bloodborne combat creates a very high-risk 
high reward scenario in combat instances which supports the story of the hunter and 
adds a unique flavour to its combat. Sekiro again takes a very different approach to 
animation cancellation. Sekiro’s combat is comparatively higher than the other two 
games and giving the player the choice to cancel animations with either movement or 
blocks leaves them vulnerable to enemies next attack.  

Cancelling the attack using movement leaves the player defenceless for the following 
attack and uses stance. Cancelling the attack using block reduces the player’s stance, 
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makes them eat the follow up attack with a block thus further reducing stance or 
breaks their stance making them vulnerable to a direct hit. But with downsides there 
are also upsides to this, cancelling an attack into a block allows the player to get a 
counterattack earlier on the enemy’s next strike. This gives the combat a very 
authentic samurai like feel because this is how samurais used to fight in the Edo 
period. Don’t get me wrong, attack cancellation is not all  bad, it  does make the 
combat instances a little forgiving as players can correct their mistakes in a few 
frames just after they mess up. After playing these games for research and 
understanding the souls borne formula, I  took some of their aspects into the project.  

I did not want the game to have souls borne combat, but it has the narrative storytelling 
through combat aspect of the souls borne combat style.  

 
(Dark Souls 3, Form Software, Bandai Namco, 2016, Available on PS4, Xbox One and PC)  

 

 
(Bloodborne, From Software, Sony Computer Entertainment, 2015, Available on PS4)  
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(Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice, From Software, Activsion, 2019, Available on PS4, Xbox One & PC)  

 
(Combat Blog for college (2021).  Available at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFc7HDCjgNo) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFc7HDCjgNo
https://www.youtube.com/embed/nFc7HDCjgNo?feature=oembed
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Second Style 

The second combat style I had dived into was turned based combat. This is a super 
old tried and tested formula for combat design. Ever since the pixel age of games this 
type of combat has been used. It  has stood the test of time and while many combat 
styles were given up in the industry this one stuck around. I was ok with the game 
having this type of combat style. I  have never designed or developed this kind of 
combat and hence I did not mind taking up this challenge. This would mean that the 
game would require more amount of NPC to fight along with the player. An action-
adventure game featuring this style of combat needs to have NPC or environmental 
factors helping out the player. If not, the player would have very few chances to deal 
damage and very high chances of taking damage. This combat style did not suit the 
setting and tone of our game and hence I  cancelled it out.   

 
(XCom 2, Fireaxis  Games, 2K Games, 2016, Available on Windows & all  consoles. )  

 

(Elt imar (2019) ‘15 Of  The Best Turn-Based RPG’s Of All  Time’,  Unleash the Gamer, 28 November.  
Available at:  https://unleashthegamer.com/best-turn-based-rpgs-of-all -t ime/)  

https://unleashthegamer.com/best-turn-based-rpgs-of-all-time/
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(Baldur ’s Gate 2:  Shadows of  Amn, BioWare, Black Is le Studios,  Interplay Entertainment, 2000,  
Available on Windows and MacOS) 

 

(Mar io + Rabbids Kingdom Battle -  Full  Game Walkthrough (2021).  Available at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vuMnHPNaqh0)  

The third combat style I dived into was turn-cancel combat. This combat style is a 
sub-genre of turned based combat. Grandia by Game Arts first rose to prominence in 
the PlayStation one era due to its inventive battle system.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vuMnHPNaqh0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/vuMnHPNaqh0?start=12298&feature=oembed
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Characters had health points, magic points, initiative points (used for special 
attacks). Turn order for party members and enemies was organized on a linear 
timeline influenced by positioning and distance from target. This meant you could 
attack an enemy before they struck and run away, perhaps causing their attacks to 
miss. Furthermore, using certain attacks, it  was possible to outright cancel enemy 
actions, sending them further back in the turn queue. The right mix of cancels, special 
attacks (some which doubled up as cancels) and magic made it possible to escape 
battles entirely unscathed. This would solve the problem faced while designing a 
turned based combat system as one character alone could fight as many enemies as 
needed. After researching the technical aspects needed to make this game, I  
understood that balancing this game would be a huge task that will  take weeks. As it 
was just three people working on the project, I  did not want to spend multiple weeks 
on just balancing hence I crossed this option off the list.  

 
(Grandia HD Col lect ion, GameArts,  Sickhead Games, GungHo Online, Available on Windows & Nintendo)  

 

(Grandia [PS1]  -  Gameplay (2010).  Avai lable  at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrK1MZoVVGg) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrK1MZoVVGg
https://www.youtube.com/embed/xrK1MZoVVGg?feature=oembed
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After the last two research aspects not yielding any results, I  decided to switch to 
real-time combat styles only. Under the real-time combat styles umbrella there are 
not a lot of options to discover in the first place. This helped me narrow done my 
research. Souls borne is a big name in this sector, but it was already rejected the next 
best option was active battle system. This system is a reactive system, and the 
variables react to each other changing. For example, an enemy AI has a variable that 
considers the number of attacks it  can make. Once the enemy’s health has reached 
below a certain threshold the number of attacks it can make changes. This will  make 
the player more cautious while playing or it  might even surprise the player. This also 
lets the combat designer design the difficulty curve more accurately and 
micromanage it. These variables react to each other and provide the players with 
unique moments of gameplay. Some of the games that feature this combat style are 
the big AAA names from the industry like The Witcher 3 by CD Project Red, The Last 
of Us by Naughty Dog and Ghost of Tsushima by Sucker Punch. As a player I  loved 
these titles, as a designer I respect the work they have created. We anyways wanted 
to get as close to an AA or AAA title as we could, and I  decided to go ahead with this 
type of combat style.  

 
(Witcher 3:  Wild Hunt,  CD Project Red,  CD Project,  2015, Available  on Windows and all  consoles.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

[NEXT PAGE] 
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(The Last of  Us 2,  Naughty Dogs, Sony Interactive Entertainment, 2020, Available on PS4 & 5)  

 
(THE LAST OF US 2 - Brutal  & Epic Combat Gameplay Compilation Vol.1 (2020).  Avai lable at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxBte081vJo)  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxBte081vJo
https://www.youtube.com/embed/zxBte081vJo?feature=oembed
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(Ghost of  Tsushima, Sucker  Punch, Sony Interactive Entertainment,  2020, Available  on PS4 & 5)  

 
(Ghost of  Tsushima - The Ronin Swordsman - Perfect Combat Gameplay - Lethal+ (2020).  Available at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHhhNRKaOfc)  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHhhNRKaOfc
https://www.youtube.com/embed/CHhhNRKaOfc?feature=oembed
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After further researching into this combat style, I  came across a niche under this 
umbrella called active cross battle system. It has all  the properties and working 
capacities of the normal active battle system in real time, but it has an additional 
layer of complexity. Here the variable of an enemy does not only affect its own 
variables but also other enemies, player, and environment around them. This added 
to the technical complexity of combat. I was on the fence of selecting this combat 
style but I  told myself that this is the final major project so I should be open to taking 
up more challenges so that I can learn. With this we finalized our combat style of the 
game to be active cross battle system. 

 
(Final  Fantasy 15, Square Enix,  2016, Available on Windows, PS4 & Xbox One)  

 

(Final  Fantasy XV - Combat Showcase Montage (2016).  Available at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9dC6-nivyk)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9dC6-nivyk
https://www.youtube.com/embed/D9dC6-nivyk?feature=oembed
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Motion Capture + Combat 

After deciding a combat style, the next obstacle was deciding what type of 
perspective would the combat be in. At this point of time, we were deciding on the 
game being in 1s t  or 3rd person perspective and whatever was the game’s perspective 
would also be the combat perspective. Our first option was to make the game in 1s t 
person perspective. We took inspiration from Ghost Wire Tokyo by Bethesda and 
wanted to make a similar experience for combat.  

 
(Ghostwire Tokyo, Tango Gameworks, Bethesda Softworks, 2022, Available on Windows & PS5) 

 
(Ghostwire Tokyo - Combat Gameplay [PC 4K No HUD] (2022).  Available at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRVHmoCXZjA)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRVHmoCXZjA
https://www.youtube.com/embed/xRVHmoCXZjA?start=24&feature=oembed
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As I  was familiar with Unreal Engine already, I started to delve into motion capture. 
Our college is making a motion capture studio and I talked to the HOD to enquire if it 
will  be ready before our submission date so that we can use it for our project. Sadly, 
the motion capture studio would be open to students in the next academic year. 
Ruling out that possibility I  started finding more feasible options. I took a look at few 
of the do-it-yourself motion capture tutorials online. The issue was these tutorials 
needed motion capture hardware to do it at home. This equipment was way above our 
budget and hence I abandoned this approach as well. The next idea was to use iPhone 
to perform motion capture and two out of the three members in our team have 
iPhones, so it was feasible for us at no extra cost. As the hardware and software 
requirements for this approach were satisfied, I started to prototype. Setting up the 
whole motion capture system with unreal engine took about three days as the plugins 
and engine settings had to be tweaked with. It took another two days for me to try 
the motion capture bit but once I  started to understand the entire setup and 
architecture, I realized that the iPhone motion capture is much easier to use with face 
motion capture than hand or body motion capture.  

By the end of the week, we had a meeting, and I told my teammates about the issues 
with hand only motion capture. I  suggested them that we make the game in 3r d 
person perspective as we can buy animations from the unreal engine marketplace and 
assuming our short project length using mo-cap to make our own animations would 
be a big task. I  told them that I could do it, but it  will  take a month to get all  the 
animations done and I am still not sure of the output quality as we do not possess the 
proper hardware for it.  As the project’s developer I would rather spend a month on 
developing than making animations. They agreed to my point, and we shifted the 
game to 3r d person perspective. 

 
(Facial  motion capture workflow |  MotionBuilder 2019 |  Autodesk Knowledge Network (no date).  

Available at:  shorturl.at/DLSW3 )  

 
(Mcevoy, F.J.  (2021) ‘Could You Fall  In  Love With A “MetaHuman”?’,  You The Data, 15 February.  

Available at:  shorturl.at/DEMNX)  
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(Mcevoy, F.J.  (2021) ‘Could You Fall  In  Love With A “MetaHuman”?’,  You The Data, 15 February.  

Available at:  https://youthedata.com/2021/02/15/could-you-fall -in- love-with-a-metahuman/)  

 

The game had a defined combat style, and it was set in 3rd person perspective. Next 
obstacle was to decide what would be the player using in our combat style i.e., we 
had to decide on a weapon. I did not want to make projectile based weapons; this 
choice was not made from a design perspective but from development perspective. It  
is too tedious to make a gun-based combat system for one developer alone. The edge 
cases in this scenario are too many for a single developer to handle and bug fixing 
would take a lot of time. After sharing this thought process with the team, I decided 
to make melee-combat system. The challenge now was to find an appropriate melee 
weapon.  

 

 

https://youthedata.com/2021/02/15/could-you-fall-in-love-with-a-metahuman/
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Weapon 

Once the combat system had a working prototype, I started to research the type of 
weapons that can be used in the game. While researching I  had a couple of 
parameters to narrow down my wild hunt. The biggest parameter was does not 
matter how exciting or unique a weapon is, it  should have an animation set that can 
be used in the game. This parameter was the biggest because it was no use 
researching about a weapon if we cannot find animations to go along with it. We had 
no animators in our team, and we had to buy animations form the epic market store. 
Due to this our options were limited to begin with. The next parameter was narrative. 
The weapon had to make sense with the story and setting of the world. I  could not 
pick a weapon that feels out of place in the game world without proper reasoning.  

The first few weapons I  researched about were spear, halberd, nodachi and dual 
tanto. Spear is a long weapon with a sharp tip on its end used for piercing. The tip is 
usually used for attacking and the shaft is used for defence. The animations I found 
for spear were quite unique, but they felt primitive. This game was being set in the 
modern world with the protagonist being an army veteran I could not let her fight like 
a primitive warrior. We found a few spartan animations that went along with the 
spear, but our protagonist is an army veteran not a spartan warrior. Another option 
was for weapon was halberd. Halberd is similar to a spear but instead of having a 
pointy tip at the end it has an outward convex blade at the tip. The difference from 
spear is that this weapon is heavy compared to a spear. A spear will cause piercing 
damage, but a halberd will  cause slashing damage. Halberd had a few good 
animations to go ahead with. But as a designer I did not want halberd as it was not 
“cool” or “flair” or “unique” enough. I  did not want to use the classic sword and shield 
in the game. In fact, I  did not want to have conventional weapons in the game. Hence, 
I rejected halberd because if did not fit  in my design vision. But after this part of the 
research, I added another parameter for my research. I did not want the weapon to 
have piercing, bulging or impact damage, I  was clear I  only needed weapons that 
could cause slashing damage. I  took this decision because being the developer on the 
project as well I  knew I could make the combat feel much more fluid and reactive with 
slashing damage.  

 

(Spear  with dismantable blade,  Polypropylene -  Black Spear Head (no date)  DragonSports.eu.  Available 
at:  https://www.dragonsports.eu/en/48467-spear-with-dismantable-blade-polypropylene-black-spear-

head.html)  

https://www.dragonsports.eu/en/48467-spear-with-dismantable-blade-polypropylene-black-spear-head.html
https://www.dragonsports.eu/en/48467-spear-with-dismantable-blade-polypropylene-black-spear-head.html
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(Mega Spear  Animation Pack V2 (2020)  Avai lable  at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Myx_87qND_c)  

 

 
(Figure 29- ARPG Halberd Animations |  UE (2022).  Available at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFIscLB1abw) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Myx_87qND_c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFIscLB1abw
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Myx_87qND_c?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/PFIscLB1abw?feature=oembed
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Next weapon I researched about was Nodachi. After my research I came to know that 
Katana and Nodachi are two very different weapons. On the surface they might look 
the same, but they are significantly different. Nodachi is an immensely powerful 
sword is said to be a favoured weapon of the Gods themselves in the Japanese 
tradition. This ancient weapon dates back to the 15th century. A Nodachi is at least 
90cm long, there are bigger variations of it in history, but the smallest size is 90cm 
and the standard size is 120 cm. On the other hand, a Katana is only 60 cm long. 
Nodachi is the Japanese equivalent of the European great sword. Since the nodachi is 
so long, it was used as a field sword only. The sizable weapon could take down 
cavalrymen and their mounts alike. During battle, the nodachi was truly devastating. 
The sword could shatter blade and bone alike. This made blocking a nodachi with a 
lesser sword a foolhardy move. The only chance those with smaller swords had been 
to dodge and wait for an opening immediately after a nodachi strike. The slow 
recovery time of the more cumbersome weapon would leave a window for attack. The 
other option would be to tire out the wielder of the weighty nodachi. I  also found an 
amazing animation nodachi set to go along with the weapon. The problem here was 
the nature of the weapon. It had big wind-up time and huge recovery window. I could 
make the combat gamified by disregarding the fact that a heavy weapon is being used 
with speed but as a designer I did not want to do that. I  wanted to use the weapon as 
it is in real life. I  believe taking a real-life weapon and changing the way it works 
without an explanation in the game is cultural disrespect to the rich history of 
weapon.  

 
(Strato_ (2019) ‘What ’s wrong with this picture?’,  r/forhonor.  Available at:  

www.reddit.com/r/forhonor/comments/ddzf1y/whats_wrong_with_this_picture/)  

https://doi.org/www.reddit.com/r/forhonor/comments/ddzf1y/whats_wrong_with_this_picture/
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(Progress on the Japanese Demon -  Cosmoteer Off icial  Forum (no date).  Available at :  

https://forum.cosmoteer.net/d/8159-progress-on-the-japanese-demon) 

 
(Nodachi  Animset for UE (2022).  Available at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOqIcRloFQI)  

The next weapon I researched is from the same family of Nodachi and Katana. It is 
called Tanto. A traditional Japanese is a short sword worn by the samurai of feudal 
Japan. These swords started out as functional weapons used in the Hein period. These 
were designed to primarily be stabbing weapons, but of course the razor fine edge 
could also slash cut as well. Tanto blades are great for piercing damage. The 
reinforced tip is tough to beat as far as durable penetrating power is concerned. My 
teammates really liked the idea of Tanto to be used as daggers. The weapon made 
sense with the setting and tone of the game as the protagonist is an army veteran. 
Soldiers usually carry a combat knife with them. The only option to find animations 
for this weapon was finding rouge animation. Rogues in video games usually use 

https://forum.cosmoteer.net/d/8159-progress-on-the-japanese-demon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOqIcRloFQI
https://www.youtube.com/embed/qOqIcRloFQI?feature=oembed
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knifes or daggers. The issue we faced here was that all  the rogue animations were too 
gamey. To be specific these animations were made for a Role-Playing Game (RPG) or 
a Mass Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (MMORPG). These animations did not 
suit the mood and tone of our game even though it suited the narrative wrapper and 
protagonist of game. 

 
(TwinDaggersAnimset PV (2019).  Avai lable  at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcSBl4vHyRQ) 

The next weapon I looked into was the Glaive. A glaive might look similar to halberd, 
but it  is very different. I  halberd has an outward convex blade attached to the spear 
on one side. The glaive has a blade as the tip to its spear. The shaft is used 
defensively whereas the blade at the tip is used for slashing and piercing strong 
points in enemy’s armour. It is a weapon that can be used with devastating force to 
cut an enemy open or with deadly precision to take advantage of openings in enemy’s 
armour. The glaive is a very well-balanced weapon despite the blade being only on 
one edge of the shaft. The glaive seemed like a suitable option for multiple reasons. 
It was fitting every parameter of my research. Glaive made sense in terms of setting 
and tone of the game. It worked well with the narrative wrapper and protagonist.  

The animation set for this weapon was good enough to go with our game’s vision. 
There was an issue with the animation set, my teammates and I wanted the combat 
stance and her actions to reflect her personality. This would not have been possible 
without making the animations from scratch. I  came up with a solution for this 
problem. We decided to mix a couple of animations pack. We took animations from 
Halberd, Nodachi and Glaive animation pack to make our own animation set. Once 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcSBl4vHyRQ
https://www.youtube.com/embed/QcSBl4vHyRQ?feature=oembed
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our animation set was ready, I was still  not completely content with it because even 
though it reflected the protagonist’s personality it  did it  in an ambiguous way. I 
aimed for players to understand protagonist personality even by just looking at the 
combat. For achieving this deed, I took on an additional responsibility on me to 
customize the entire animation set. I  have edited each frame of almost all  the 
animations used during combat.  

 
(Glaives — Ashes of  Creation (no date).  Available  at:  

https://forums.ashesofcreat ion.com/discussion/46321/glaives)  

 

Combat Move set 

Before editing the animations, I  had to understand how Glaive is used. I  researched 
on internet how a glaive is used in martial arts. I  watched informative combat videos 
from various sources to conclude my observations only if they were true from 
multiple sources. Firstly, I  studied which stance is used while using different types of 
attacks. I  understood that every attack that has a slow recovery with glaive forces the 
wielder to change their stance. Does not matter what the wielders stance was before 
attacking, the stance has to change during the slow recovery to balance out the 
weight of the weapon and user. I  came to know that glaive is used with three main 
kinds of stances and grips. The stances are narrow, wide, and cross. The narrow and 
wide suggest distance between both the legs in terms of stance. The cross stance is 
an intermediate stance used while fighting with a glaive to either confuse the enemy 
to what the next attack would be or to connect two blows of attacks. While editing 
the animations I  had to make sure that these rules of stances is followed in every 
animation to make it as close to being realistic as possible.  

 

 

 

https://forums.ashesofcreation.com/discussion/46321/glaives
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Next were the grips. Glaive has three types of grips. Short, medium, and wise grip; 
each of type specifies the distance between both the hands. The hands can start or 
end at position of the shaft as the warrior finds comfortable but distance between 
both the hands is very important. Another factor that comes into play in the centre of 
gravity of the user. Lower centre of gravity is needed to go for stabbing attacks, 
higher centre of gravity is needed for powerful or heavy attacks, the normal centre of 
gravity that humans have while standing is used to change stances and footwork 
helps the user launch the next attack or follow up on defence.  

 
(Kwan Tao or Guan Dao - Kung Fu’s LARGEST Weapon (2015).  Available at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8VGiQJ_3VQ) 

So, a glaive user uses a combination of centre of gravity, stances and grips to launch 
attacks. Usually, a wide stance is paired with short grip, a medium grip is paired with 
wide or medium stance and a wide grip is paired with narrow stance. The 
combinations are set in such a way that the centre of gravity for the user always stays 
as close to their body as possible and they are always in a position to lunge for attack 
or draw back for defence. A short grip, wide stance and low centre of gravity is used 
for piercing attacks. I  have edited the animation in such a way that these rules are 
followed. 

A few other rules that I  understood and followed while editing the animations were 
short grips, wide stance and high centre of gravity were used for spinning attacks. 
Wide grip, narrow stance and high centre of gravity were used for dealing powerful 
attacks, but they had long recovery period. If an attack has the user rotating the 
weapon in the hand itself in any kind, it has to be using a medium grip as short or 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8VGiQJ_3VQ
https://www.youtube.com/embed/V8VGiQJ_3VQ?start=9&feature=oembed
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wide grip are not reliable for in-hand rotation of the weapon. Also, heavier attacks 
need stronger footwork and a strong upper body.  

The stances also affect the movement of the user. A wide stance is used for launching 
forward, a narrow stance is used for launching upwards and a medium stance is used 
to launch backwards. Another observation was that the user always puts ahead the 
leg in the direction they are facing after an attack, if  not then there is a follow up 
attack coming. These rules have been extremely helpful to me for editing all  the 
animations of combat. 

 
(GLAIVE MASTER HOUJIRO MEETS HIS ENDO |  Sekiro  No HUD Cinematic  Fight |  Resurrection Mod 

(2021).  Available at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdZfVplTRI4)  

 
(Taij iquan, Chen Xiaowang, Guan Dao form,  Taij i  weapons, Master Chen power,  Kwan Dao (2013).  

Available at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGXiOjI99Qs)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdZfVplTRI4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGXiOjI99Qs
https://www.youtube.com/embed/sdZfVplTRI4?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/LGXiOjI99Qs?feature=oembed
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(Master Wei  us ing a Pu Dao vs Du Shifu’s Spear (2009).  Available at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gix9XTCaYe0)  

 
(The lost  blademan: two-handed sword VS glaive  关云长 :  青龙偃月刀对双手大剑  (2011).  Avai lable  at:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqn1ehx3vyw) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gix9XTCaYe0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqn1ehx3vyw
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Gix9XTCaYe0?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/iqn1ehx3vyw?feature=oembed
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(DRAGON GLAIVE vs  SWORD (2021).  Available at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbS_Ga_oybo)  

We had an issue with the glaive despite all  the research and I  solved it via code rather 
than editing animations for it.  The protagonist of the game is a female. Females have 
smaller hands than men, this meant that the shaft of the glaive had to be smaller 
than its regular size in order to fit a female’s hand. Glaive were originally made for 
generals and lords with high prestigious rankings. In the olden days these people 
were mostly men and hence the glaive was designed as a weapon with keeping them 
in mind. With our female protagonist the shaft would be smaller in diameter. If  it is 
smaller in diameter that means the blade of the weapon has to be smaller as well 
because a thinner shaft cannot support a heavy blade. With the glaive’s shaft being 
thinner in diameter and the blade being smaller in dimensions it would mean that 
player’s attack range would be shorter. After further research I  discovered that 
female users of this weapon made up for their attack range with fluid footwork. They 
learned their upper body a bit ahead and took small steps at a faster pace while 
fighting to cover up the distance. I could not animate legs separately because that 
would mess up the entire animation. The solution I found to this problem was 
animating the legs at a different rate via code. All the attacks are animated at x0.8 
rate than x1 rate and their corresponding leg movement is animated at x1.2 rate than 
x1 rate. This helped the animation work perfectly is sync.  

After this part of the research most of my work was developing the game. Hence, I 
dialled down on researching things for the game and gave all my attention towards 
the development of our game. While taking on the role of lead programmer I thought 
I would have to do a tone of technical research. I knew I was well versed with 
development on unreal engine. But I usually refer to online tutorials or take help from 
forums while developing a game. In my previous projects at UCA I  had to refer to 
online tutorials and forum more than hundred times to make the entire project. I  
thought this time would be no different and I  will  have to do a lot of back and forth in 
the engine. To my surprise this was not the case. For the entire development of our 
project, I  have referred to only five or six tutorials and all  of them were during the 
polishing phase of project.        

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbS_Ga_oybo
https://www.youtube.com/embed/UbS_Ga_oybo?feature=oembed
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Aviroop Roy  
(Narrative Designer, Game Design, Technical VFX Artist, Shader Artist, Mo-Cap Artist) 

Object Based Narrative: The Poetic 
Potential for Connected things. 
[Alexis Lloyd]  
 

When we think about things being connected to one another, we think about function 
and utility, how something can make things easier or more efficient, but it's bigger 
than that.  

Objects can start to contain their own stories. They can start to have memory, maybe 
even talk to us and have conversations. They don't have desires or feelings, but they 
can respond, they can sense, they can interact, and they can react to us.  

It transforms the way that we think about the things around us, and it changes the 
way that we can and will tell stories. Traditionally, the news has been the newspaper 
that you get in the morning or the website that's updated throughout the day, but 
anytime you're going through it, you're explicitly engaging in a news writing 
experience.   

 

 
 

Fig:  Life  -  Narrative Sequence by Teuteu on DeviantArt  
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Following the same things mentioned above, what is the Internet of Things?  

The Internet of Things refers to objects that are connected, sensing data enabled. 
Things that can talk to each other and to the world around them, to the Internet at 
large. There is also this interesting world of narrative and poetic potential that is 
embedded in the Internet. Things that have yet to be fully explored, we can always 
talk more about connected objects or use David Rose's term enchanted objects. 
Tableau is a piece by John Kessner. It is continuously looking at its own Twitter feed 
for photos that are posted there. It silently prints them out inside a drawer. And every 
time you open the drawer, there is a different picture, a different story. This becomes 
a point of connection to something larger, so that it is not just the object itself, but it 
connects you to a person or to a place. And so as we start to think about this more 
broadly, we start to ask questions like how does this sensor perceive a person? How 
does an object understand hot and cold? What does your camera see? How does a 
computer see the world?  

 

These objects become active participants in the world around us. What happens when 
an object can contain its own history, or has a memory, or can talk to the environment 
around it?  

Using this idea, we can move forward with how the glaive interacts with our main 
character in the game. The objects in the game are meant to tell a story the 
environment the different interactable objects are all made to sustain the narrative of 
the game. All of these things together bring forth the ideal potential of object-based 
storytelling.  

 
 

The Southern Reach Trilogy [Spoiler 
Alert] 

 

Next, I will get a little offhanded and derail because I absolutely adore this series and 
it turned out to be a massive inspiration for the game This trilogy is the main 
inspiration for the New weird genre.  

 

 

 

 

[Next Page] 
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Fig - Amazon Product Page 

 

The Southern Reach Trilogy is an award-winning novel that describes a fascinating 
exploration of mysterious wilderness. In Science Brigade, this is a research entity 
backed by a government agency called Central. The head of central, his name is Jack 
Severance, he has a daughter whose name is Jackie Severence. She has a son whose 
name is John Rodriguez, John is actually the main character of the second book, 
authority, who's also referred to as control.  

Now back to Sience and science brigade. Two members of the team, Henry and 
Suzanne, come to a lighthouse on an island, what they're after is some kind of dark 
science experimenting and exploring alien energy, and that involves them poking 
around and experiments with lights.  
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The lighthouse keeper, whose name is Sol. He's not very happy with the two of them 
messing with the beacon, but he.  Isn't able to do much about this and he has to live 
with them. Sol has a lover whose name is Charlie. There is also a little girl who comes 
to hang out. Her name is Gloria now. Gloria later changes her name to Cynthia, who 
becomes the former director of the Southern Reach, and Cynthia also becomes the 
psychologist of the later 12th expedition back into Area X.  

So, one day one of Henry and Suzanne experiments triggers of l ight fragment that falls 
onto a leaf. Saul spotted this sparkling thing and he touched it with his finger and 
immediately got infected. The thing is what we may think of as in intelligence that is 
alien, or had lived in a symbiosis but had never been exposed, and that once he comes 
out would create a completely different ecosystem. So, this is actually the initial 
trigger event of the formation of area acts. The thing starts to manifest within Saul 
until one night when he is at a bar, his body is completely taken over.  

He turns into a monster and kills a bunch of people around him. He sees blood 
everywhere and realises that something horrible had happened, and he runs back to 
the lighthouse. And over there he sees that under the influence of area X. Henry has 
been cloned into a doppelganger who had then killed the original Henry and Suzanne. 
The new Henry starts fighting Both of them fell off the ledge of the lighthouse, killing 
the New Henry. At that point, Saul remembers that his lover Charlie is out there 
fishing. In the ocean, so he flees the opposite direction to be as far away from Charlie 
as possible until he cannot run any further.  

And there, in the middle of the forest, he turns into this inverted tower, spiralling 
down into the ground. And a part of his body becomes the wall. And we learn pretty 
early in the book that the wall of the tower feels like a breathing Organism.  

And there are also words written all over it that's made of some type of fungi or 
eukaryotic organisms that makes it looks like Fern, l ike moss.  

The work themselves read like sermon. And that is because Saul used to be a preacher 
for many years of his life. So, in panic part of his subconscious here turns into these 
strange writings on the wall, and then his brain becomes this thing called a crawler.  

In Book 1, annihilation, the 12th expedition actually takes the sample of the crawler 
and finds it to be human brain tissue.  

So, this whole structure as the southern reach refer to as topographical anomaly or a 
tower or tunnel. If we think about it, it 's really a mirrored structure of the lighthouse 
where Saul lived. And why is it inverted? Probably because Saul is trying to hide.  

And destroy what he had become.  

But I think that this event also sets off the formation of the border of area X. You 
know, you don't always question why there is a border to begin with like. Why didn't 
area acts just take over the entire globe when it starts? And one of the details that 
jumped out to me when I was reading the book is this idea brought up by one of the 
southern reached scientists, that they don't actually know whether the formation of 
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area X and the border came from the same event, nor could they prove that the 
purpose of area X is the same.  

Of that of the border, which makes me think that the formation of the border actually 
may have something to do with Saul’s effort. To hide and destroy himself and protect 
the outside world from this infection. And I want to mention a few other clues that 
support this theory.  

In the 12th Expedition before the psychologist dies in front of the biologist, she says 
she realises that they should have never come in here. And then the biologist in 
reading journals from prior expeditions suspects.  

Is that when the crawler reaches the end of each cycle, area X will enter a convulsive 
season of bear case and blood, a kind of cataclysmic moulting.  

She sees growing cones of energy rising above the tower and spilling out into the 
surrounding wilderness, which all seems to suggest that every time anyone interacts 
with area axe Saul will get weekend and he marches down further and the border 
expands.  

So, this is ultimately offering little protections from a slow death, because you know, 
humans are driven by curiosity and there's just no way for them to stop sending 
people and stuff into area X, which ironically keeps getting assimilated, making area x 
stronger, so fighting against it.  

Is a fallacy.  

In the book it is something that's quite indescribable, possibly a time warp that leads 
into a distorted time and space. The movie annihilation painted the border as a 
shimmer through which lights and everything else get refracted. The border 
represents is this idea that each time you get in or out, it changes you fundamentally.  

Ever since human notices this phenomenon, they set up the southern reach right 
outside of the border to study area X, and among the first expedition that is sent into 
it, there is a man.  

Named Lowry, who is the first director and also the only survivor of that trip, there is 
a footage from Lori's video camera witnessing one of the teammates being copied and 
also at one point.  

The doppelganger of himself is fighting with him. One version of flower returns and 
keeps influencing and commanding the southern reach.  

They sent waves of expeditions the 2nd and 3rd all the way to the 12th. Most of them 
never return. All expeditions are constructed.  

Quite consistently, there are always the psychologist, a biologist or surveyor, and 
anthropologist, and the linguist. They are stripped of their names so they only 
remember their purpose, and they apply hypnotic suggestions to keep them calm, so 
you could almost argue.  
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Do that by joining the expositions. You are never the same person anymore because 
you're not just the scientist, but also a part of a guest squad.  

Now, there is more to Lowry that I want to come back to very critical pieces that 
dictates the development of the entire subsequent events, and I want to come back to 
that later. And for now, let's talk through what happens in later expeditions 
first.  Remember earlier that we talked about this little girl Gloria, because she came 
from the, I guess, prehistoric area X.  

She wants to find out what exactly had happened to this place. She changes her name 
to Cynthia and applies several times to work for the southern Reach before she finally 
gets in.  

Ben Lowry knows from the very beginning what her real background is, but he keeps it 
off the record and in return also gains the ability to manipulate her. Right before the 
11th Expedition, Cynthia and Whitby, one of the scientists, have a secret trip into 
area.  

Acts during which they explore the lighthouse and also the topographical anomaly and 
their Cynthia sees soft face telling her that she really shouldn't be.  

Be there during that trip would be also gets cloned. 1 version survives and comes back 
to the Southern Reach and ever since his return would be becomes very strange, 
including drawing in the dark from this image of what he saw in area X where all 
species blend together.  

When I first saw the art on the book, it immediately reminded me of Whitby, and it's 
like, oh, that must be the thing that would be his drawing.  

After the 11th expedition, all but one end up coming back. The psychologist of that 
trip later revealed to have turned into the moaning creature of the reefs, and the 
remaining of the crew, even though they're back, all end up dying from cancer. One of 
the returners is the husband of the biologist.  

Of the 12th acts addition, and so now we're just getting into the storyline of book 1, 
Annihilation. The first book is all about the 12th expedition, and has the biologist as 
the protagonist.  

She is a character portrayed by Natalie Portman in the movie, and she's a critical and 
very interesting character in the whole series, so obviously her husband.  

Death is one motivation for her to go in, but that aside, she's also sort of intuitive 
towards the environmental side more than the human side.  

From the books description, she's the type of person that doesn't like people very 
much. She didn't grow up in a particularly healthy family, which caused her to enjoy 
spending time alone, observing the nature and biological stuff. So from that 
perspective, she's a very good candidate to figure out.  
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At what area X is trying to achieve creating this new ecosystem. But then the 
downside is also that she's tougher to manipulate from a psychological perspective 
because she's so used to shielding herself from emotions, which include even having 
trouble forming an emotional attachment with her husband, and that is unfortunate 
for their prior relationship.  

In her journey in book One, she explores the inverted tower and the lighthouse, 
during which she battles with the psychologist and the surveyor. I'm just going to skip 
the details and jump directly to some of the endings.  

So good news is that a version of her did eventually encounter a version of her 
husband, who had at that point turned into an owl herself. Turns into a marine 
creature, she got copied, and the original version turns into a marine creature.  

Which may have something to do with her childhood obsession observing her 
swimming pool and her doppelganger comes back as ghost bird and continues the 
journey in book two and three.  

Jackie son John comes into picture after the 12th expedition as he becomes the new 
director of the Southern Reach.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[Next Page] 
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Fig - Amazon Product Page 

 

The second book, authority, is all about John or control through his interrogation of 
Ghostbird and from Science Department and prior footage trying to piece 
together. The whole story, well, the entire time he is controlled and monitored and 
hypnotised by the voice who later revealed to be Lowery.  

Control is portrayed as a detective throughout the book, and the book also talks about 
his relationship with his mom and his grandpa a couple of times, and he seems as if 
Jackie is using his son, but also in a way to protect him by building his character 
towards the point where he has what it takes to figure things out on his own.  

And then the day comes when area X expands  to the southern reach. Site control 
barely gets out of it in time, and during that time he witnesses a version of 
psychologists coming back, and the assistant director, grades, and the rest of the 
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science department all get sucked in. He later finds Ghostbird near another entrance 
into Area X that looks like a Whirlpool and they both jump in and during that trip they 
swim by the original Lowery and realised that he had become a megalodon type 
creature.  

There, inside of area acts, the two of them find that things have decayed a lot faster. 
They run into the assistant director Grace, who claims to have been there for 30 
years.  

The three of them then encountered the original biologist, the one I turned to the sea 
monster at the lighthouse. They end up marching down into the tower, and that is the 
first time John witnesses the Crawler and the moment he does that, he realises how 
everything had happened and what that thing is, and his role as a detector, and the 
investigator is now complete, and he jumps into the light surrounding Saul.  

After Ghostbird and Grace come back out, there is a scene describing the two of them 
walking past by the ruined southern Reach site, which has become its own ecosystem 
at the time, and the storyline ends with the two of them walking on for a very long 
time, throwing pebbles at the air, detecting if there is stil l a border that exists.  

So that is the entire chronological development of the events. Now I want to come 
back to Lowry and talk about 2 details that are later revealed in the third book that I 
thought are very important.  

One of them is that there is a cell phone since they are found in area X during her 
secret trip prior to the 11 expeditions. That she believes to belong to Lowry and for 
him to communicate with area X. And what that means is that whatever version of 
Lowry that came back might have been working for Area X instead of against it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Next Page] 
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Fig - Amazon Product Page 

 
 

And that changes the entire perspective of what the southern regions been doing, 
which is that the whole subsequent expeditions could have been a trick used by area 
acts to keep assimilating the best of human intelligence to make itself stronger and 
smarter. Another interesting detail in Book 3 is this. Conversation between Cynthia 
and Lowery where she refers to him as Jim and why does she call him Jim? Remember 
the night of Sauls transformation? So, one of the guys were killed is called olgem. So, 
does it mean that Lowry is actually the son of olgem? 

We'll never find out, but in any case, it wouldn't be crazy to assume that Lowry does 
have some prior association. with the prehistoric area X, and that would explain his 
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attempt to save this place in his own way and why he knows about Cynthia's story 
from the very beginning.  

The book ends with this letter written from Gloria or Cynthia to solve prior to the 
12th expedition, in which she says to him basically saying, hey man, the whole thing is 
not your fault, and I still remember you the way you were.  

I understand, the books are a little whack but I would recommend them to people any 
day. This was one of the biggest academic references for the Narrative of the game.   

 

Revisiting Theatrics and not 
Choosing a Male lead 

We did not want a male lead for the game from the very beginning of production. 
Because of a few reasons, we have always made games with men as central characters 
and we wanted to switch it up. Also the integration of the movie MEN made us think 
again and redeliver on the theatrics and character creation for the different narrative 
elements of the game.  

 

A young woman goes on a solo vacation to the English countryside following the death 
of her ex-husband. Jesse Buckley and Rory Kinnear star in this dramatic horror from 
Alex Garland, and this was quite the viewing experience that grew incredibly visceral 
as it went along. Buckley stars as Harper, a woman who's booked a vacation in a 
country village to get a new start on life after her ex-husband has died. And when she 
gets there, she meets an incredibly odd and awkward caretaker named Jeffrey, and 
he's played by Rory Kinnear. These interactions are quiet and uncomfortable, but they 
also made me laugh out loud at how clumsy Jeffrey comments are. Kinnear is perfect 
in this role as he's able to come across as a semi chivalrous gentleman who could 
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mean well, but he still doesn't put somebody at ease. Now, if you've seen the trailer, 
there's a scene where Harper is on a walk through the woods and she comes across 
this tunnel. She slowly walks into it and then yells a bit to cause an echo. The sound 
design in this scene is absolutely wonderful. The echoes have this decay to them as 
they naturally would, but they also maintain their loudness and pitch for an unnatural 
amount of time, making the whole sequence both beautiful and creepy. And the scene 
lasts much longer than what the trailer shows, which I appreciate because then it 
continues to showcase just all of those amazing sounds.  

The score is also beautiful, but something that's quite noticeable is when it's silent. 
There are big portions of the film where there isn't backing music, creating this lonely 
and isolating environment. I mean, heck, even when the film ends. There is no sound 
or anything until about halfway through the credits, and even that is unsettling, but 
it's affective I'd like to say that this is where the oppressive creepiness begins, but 
really, it's been present from the very start of the story, and while the darkness that 
covers the narrative is noticeable, it 's not always suffocating.  

But the story also does know how to amp up their anxiety as the Minutes progress. 
Jessie Buckley is spectacular to watch. She plays Harper with strength and resolve, but 
also as someone who's deeply scarred. And there are these moments where we see 
just true joy exuded from Harper. But then the smallest thing can go wrong, like 
maybe a missed musical note on the piano, and it rockets her back into a harsh reality 
where joy is just not easily found. And there are good chunks of this story where 
Harper doesn’t speak she's alone, either in the house or maybe on a walk in the 
countryside, and Buckley effectively conveys whatever emotions are silently coursing 
through her character.  

I mean, we can feel her anger, hurt, loss, fear and even happiness. There's a 
subtleness and ease that Buckley employs in her acting that just sucked me into the 
performance and it drew me to her character. Now, with Rory Kinnear, Barry said that 
he plays Jeffrey, but if you've seen the trailer, you also know that he plays some 
additional characters within the village, and this is a very weird thing to experience 
within the story. It's certainly odd and bewildering, but it's also freaky. And while 
most of the characters are just Kinnear, with different makeup and maybe some 
prosthetics, there's one character where his face is digitally placed on someone much 
younger. Now, the CGI isn't perfect on this, which I think actually works to the film 
favour because it makes the whole thing that much more disturbing. Kinnear is 
outstanding as he embodies different personas. Now I'm not going to get into.  

What they mean but they are all effective in creating an atmosphere in a tone that's 
almost terrifying. And speaking of terrifying, the imagery in this entire movie is so 
deep and rich with.  

Meaning symbolism is spread throughout so much of the story, giving a tonne of 
context clues, but also working to freak us the heck out.  

The final act of the film doubles down on the unsettling imagery, which dives 
headlong into all of the themes that were being examined all throughout the story.  
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And while there are some moments earlier in the film that maybe went slightly when 
we get towards the end of the movie.  

What is shown is not for the faint, I mean, it is visceral, graphic and downright nasty. 
During this time, some special effects and practical effects are utilised and they are all 
disgustingly convincing. Meanwhile, the entire film can be classified as a horror just 
simply based on the story content.  

The visuals that are crafted for that final Act just catapult this into the grotesque 
category.  

But what I appreciate most through all of this is how it's actually working to enhance 
the themes and the central core of the story. This isn't just horror or gore for horror 
gore sake, but it truly has a purpose well beyond that of shocking us or grossing us 
out. And because of that reason, as speechless as I was walking out, I  am in love with 
what the story was saying and how it was conveying its message. So overall, min is a 
shocking and monstrous tale with a biting commentary at its. Core the visuals are 
definitely created, capturing the horrifying look at reality that many will be able to 
relate to. Both Jesse Buckley and Rory Kinnear nailed their parts, bringing us nuanced 
characters who showcase strength, fragility, bias, intolerance, rage, sadness, hope and 
even joy. Well, I know that this will be very polarising. Audience is the heart of the 
story, and its message is extremely powerful and necessary. At first, I  was surprised at 
the relatively short runtime of one.  

100 minutes. But Garland uses this sufficiently to tell a story that is tense, anxiety 
filled, and robust, while still maintaining a pace that allows so much of the story to 
breathe. There's no sex, a tonne of nudity, a lot of profanity and a bunch of gnarly 
violence, including some sexual assault.  

The movie is used as a base for everything the game embodies and portrays.   
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